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ABSTRACT

AN IAVESTIGATION OF THE FEASIBILIT: OF USING THE
THREE F.iRAMETER IRT MODEL IN FLORIDA'S

STUDENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

The thrt arameter item response theory model, a

subject of research for the last three decades. has recently
been successfully implemented in several largescale testing
programs. Other prowrams. including at least two statewide
assessment prowrams. are currently considering its adoption.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility
of its use in Florida's minimum competency testing program.
If it were to prove feasible for use. several aspects of
Florida's SSAT Program could be improved. The inclusion of
parameters for guessing and for item discrimination make
possible the development of highly efficient tests.
However. these improvements would entail some additional
costs and complexities. The nature of these costs and
comPlexities, and the potential advantages and disadvantages
in using the model are explored in this Paper.

The paper includes the following sections: a) a

description of the Procedures currently being used by the
assessment program. with an emphasis on procedures currently
involving the Rasch model. (b) a technical discussion of the
differences between the two approaches. (c) a description of
commercial and governmental testing programs now using the
three parameter approach. (d) a description of the
availability and adequacy Jf computer procedures for
implementing the three parameter approach. (e) an nalvsis
of the effect on the procedures currently use, by the
program if a move to the three parameter program were made.
and (f) a plan for implementing a tryout of the three,
Parameter approach on Florida's assessment program data.
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AN INVFS'IIGATION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF USING THE
THREE PARAMETER IRT MODEL IN FLORIDA'S

STUDENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

The three parameter item response theory model, a
subject of research for the last three decades, has recently
been successfully implemented in several large-scale testing
programs. Other programs, including at least two statewide
assessment programs, are currently considering its adoption.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility
of its use in Florida's minimum competency testing program.
If it were to prove feasible for use, several aspects of
Florida's SSAT program could be improved. The inclusion of
parameters for guessing and for item discrimination make
possible the development of highly efficient tests.
However, these improvements would entail some additional
costs and complexities. The nature of these costs and
complexities, and the potential advantages and disadvantages
in using the model are explored in this paper.

The paper includes the following sections: (a, a
description of the procedures currently being used by the
assessment program, with an emphasis on procedures currently
involving the Rasch model, (b) a technical discussion of the
differences between the two approaches, (c) a description of
commercial and governmental testing programs now using the
three parameter approach, (d) a description of the
availability and adequacy of computer procedures for
implementing the three parameter approach, (e) an analysis
of the effect on the procedures currently used by the
program if a move to the three parameter program were made,
and (f) a plan for implementing a try-out of the three
parameter approach on Florida's assessment program data.

Description of CurreAt Procedures

The Florida Statewide Student Assessment Test (SSAT)
Program currently uses the Rasch model of Item Response
Theory (IRT) as the mathematical framework for its testing
procedures. (The term "Rasch model" and "one parameter
model" will be interchanged at various places in the paper.
The use of one term or the other may be used to show origin
of research discussed, a particular perspective, or may be a
random choice of terms.) The Rasch model was chosen for use
in the SSAT program for practical reasons rather than
psychological. For example, from a psychological
perspective there is little interest in assuming that the
SSATs measure a unidimensional latent trait, an assumption
of the Rasch and most other item response theory models. The
tests have been interpreted as criterion-referenced, minimum
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competency tests. Total scores are geneLated for each major
subtest such as mathematics or communication skills;
however, individual skill objective scores base-' on short
tests of approximately five items are also reported to
students.

From a practical perspectivP an IRT model such as that
of Rasch has considerable appeal, and the Rasch model has
been introduced into the program as an instrument for
achieving certain goals. Prominent among these goals has
been the generation of equated scaled scores for the SSAT
Part II (SSAT-II). The Rasch model has been gradually
introduced into the program alongside the classical
measurement model. Whenever new uses have been proposed for
the Rasch model, applied research has been done, using local
data, to determine its applicability for the purpose. Its
use has been rejected for some purposes, such as pre-
equating for score reporting. However, it is used Eor:

1. Calibrating item difficulties.
2. Statistical descriptions of item

performance in item banks.
3. Selecting items for inclusion in tests.
4. Equating test scores.

These tasks are done on a regular and routine basis.
In addition, regular (non-Rasch) analyses of item data are
made in order to detect' potentially biased items. The
procedures used in accomplishing each of the tasks are given
in the following 'ections.

Calibrating Item Difficulties

Items proposed for use in the SSATs are first
administered as experimental forms to samples of students in
conjunction with the operational forms to determine their
statistical characteristics. Rasch log difficulty and fit
indices are computed along with classical indices of
difficulty and discrimination. Frequency of responses for
each alternative are also computed. The experimental forms
contain from five to fifteen items each and are administered
to approximately three to five hundred students in one to
three schools. An adaptation of the BICAL computer
p 'gram (Wright, Mead, and Bell; 1980) is used to do the
analysis. The link to the base year is usually an indirect
one composed of several intermediate links. For example,
the scores of 1981 might he linked to those of 1980 which
might have been equated to the 1978 reference year. The
linking pattern is established at the time the test is
built. The procedure of using common items for linking
serves both the item calibration and test score equating
function.

While items are initially calibrated in expr-imental
forms, all items of each operational administration are
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recalibrated to the base :ear scale. The reca 1 ibrations are
done using the same set of common items and linking patterns
as the experimental forms. The values from the operational
administrations of forms are considered to be more stable
than those from the experimental forms because the
motivation of some students to perform on the experimental
forms may be lower than on the operational form. The
recalibration values are recorded in the item bank along
with all previously obtained values. These initial and
recalibration values are used in the selection of items for
new forms of the SSATs.

The item calibration task has been done through
contracts with the Florida State University (FEU). Tapes of
item scores or responses are provided to FSU by the
Department of Education DOE) and FSU provides the DOE with
the item calibration information and a report describing the
procedures used.

Statistical Descriptions in Item Banks

The Rasch log difficulty and fit values are recorded in
the item banx along with the classical difficulty (p),
(liscrimination values, and frequency choosing each
alternative. When items are re-administered in operational
forms, their new statistical values are added to the bank
information file.

Selecting Items

When a new form of the test is built, items are
selected from the bank according to skill objective, item
content, Rasch difficulty, item P value, discrimination,
pattern of responses to alternatives, and fit to the Rasch
model. The selection process has been informal, but the
criteria are probably considered in the order given above.
The item must necessarily match the identified skill
objective, and in addition items are sought which . are
not redundant in content with those already included, b.
provide variation in item difficulties for the skill, c.
-Nrrelate highly highly with total scores, and d. fit the

Rasch model. The staff have been uncertain about the
criterion of model fit: however, the DOE has commissioned a
stLdy, currently underway, which should yield relatively
specific guidelines for fit consideration.

The selection of items for new forms of the test
considers both the classical and the-Rasch IRT mathematical
framework as well as the criterion referenced
interpretational framework. These nearly orthogonal
dimensions for classifying testing procedures are discussed
by Bejar (1983). The mathematical framework is the set of
assumptions about the statistical properties of the data.
The interpretational framework refers to procedures used to
interpret and validate scores obtained from the test. An
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important implication of this dual basis for test
construction is that item selection must consider item
statistical quality as well as content and skill
representation.

Equating Test Scores

The Statewide Student Assessment Test Part II(SSAT-II)
scores are reported on an equated score scale. The scores
are equated using Rasch methods and transformed to a scale
in which the passing score is 700. The equating table is
generated by the following procedure. As soon as a
substantial majority of answer sheets has been scored by the
scoring contractor, a tape containing the item responses is
sent to the University of Florida (UF). The UF generates an
equating constant based on a random sample of students. The
constant is used to adjust the item difficulties of the test
to the item bank scale. These adf.usted item difficulties
are then used to produce a raw score to log ability
transformation table. The log abilities are transformed to
the SSAT-II scale by the following expression.

Y=25(Bi-Bc) + 700

where Y= equated scaled score

Bi = log ability of student

Bc = log ability at minimum

passing score

The score transformation table is sent by UF to the scoring
contractor who proceeds to prepare score reports.

The scores of each grade level are also equated to a
base year by linear methods in order to assess longitudinal
changes in statewide mean achievement. This equating also
uses a common item design and the same common item links
used in calibrating the items. The mean scores for each
test and grade level are compared with those of previous
years back to 1976 or 1977, depending on the grade level.

Item Bias Review. The items contained in Florida's
Statewide Student Assessment Tests and Teacher Certification
Tests are routinely reviewed for bias against racial and
ethnic minority groups. The reviews consist of two major
steps, in addition to those steps taken during the item
writing process. The first of these occurs before the test
is printed. The items are inspected for possible bias by a
carefully constructed committee composed of representatives
of the major and minor racial and ethnic groups living in
the state of Florida. The second step consists of
statistical analyses done after the tests have been
administered. These analyses of item bias follow procedures
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used by Hills and King (1981) in a study of item bias in
Florida's Statewide Student Assessment Program. The
procedures used are described in the following paragraph.

The method used is a form of the "transformed item
difficulty" (TID) method. Ability is controlled by dividing
the minority group's score distribution into ten or so
intervals, and choosing at random from the same intervals
among the majority group a number of students equal to the
number of minority students in each interval. The items'
difficulties are separately computed for each of the groups
being compared. The difficulties for the two groups are
cross-tabulated, and scatterplots of the data are
constructed. A line is drawn through the center of the
ellipse. The line is usually close to the 45 degree line
since the groups have been roughly equalized on ability.
Potentially biased items are those most distant from the
hand-drawn line. Items identified as potentially biased are
inspected by judges who attempt to explain the
discrepancies.

Scatterplots are made of both item P values and delta
values for the Student Assessment and Teacher Certification
program data. However, there are insufficient numbers of
the various minority groups taking the Teacher Certification
test to permit experimentally controlling for ability level.

A foil analysis is also completed for both testing
programs. The percentages of majority and minority students
choosing each foil of each item are compared. Items having
discrepant patterns of percentages are identified as
potentially biased and referred to the panel of judges for
inspection and ultimately for acceptance, rejection, or
revision.

While the item bias review procedures are not currently
done using Rasch procedures, there are implications for this
area of activity in considering the three parameter model.
These implications will be discussed in a subsequent part of
the paper.

Additional Uses of the Rasch Model.

The Rasch model was used to pre-equate new tests for
the 1984-85 standards, anl for estimating frequency
distributions of scores before the test was administered.
These estimated frequency distributions of scores were used
in estimating the proportions of students who would pass
each of the tests.

The passing scores for the SSAT-II are currently stated
in terms of Rasch log ability scores. The passing log
scores are equivalent to a given percentage correct for a
reference year administration.



Differences Between the One Parameter
and Three Parameter Models

The purpose of this section is to describe the
differences between the one and three parameter models. The
description will focus on the purposes, assumptions,
mechanics of use, and the results of use of the two models.
Some of the differences discussed will extend beyond the
technical formulations and will deal with the perspectives
on each arising from their separate origins and uses.

Purposes

Rasch Model. The original purpose of Rasch's work with
the one parameter model was to derive ability scores for
persons which were independent of the particular test items
used to gene7ate the score, and to derive difficulty values
for items which were independent of the particular persons
taking the test. Rasch referred to this concept as specific
objectivity and considered it analogous to Maxwell's
analysis of the concepts of mass and force (Rasch, 1960).
The concept has been interpreted by Wright (1968) as
follows. "The model says that the outcome of such an
encounter [between a person and an item] is governed by the
product of the ability of the person and the easiness of the
item and nothing morel" (p. 1) Choppin defined specific
objectivity with the following example. "In the context of
mental testing, it means that the comparison of two
individuals who have been tested should be independent of
which items were included in the tests." (Choppin, 1982, p.
1). In order to achieve specific objectivity a test
developer would eliminate items from consideration that did
not contribute to this purpose; for example, items
reflecting excessive guessing and extreme discrimination.
This search for a measurement model that would provide
specific objectivity, an objective measurement system, was
the driving force behind Rasch's work.

Three Parameter Model. The three parameter model was
based on a theory of latent traits. This theory supposes
that an individual's behavior can be explained through
knowledge of the individual's status with regard to a number
of traits. The purpose of testing is to make inferences
about the examinee's trait or traits on the basis of
responses to the test items. The relationship between trait
status and response to a test item is described by an item
characteristic curve(ICC); the relationship between trait
status and responses to a multiple-item test is described by
a test characteristic curve. Much of the research on the
three parameter model is focused on the fitting of ICCs to
test data.

Generally, one would expect to describe an ICC more
accurately with three parameters, or two, than with one
parametor as is done with the Rasch model. In fact, the



Rasch or one-parameter model can be considered to be a
special case of the threeparameter model, the case in which
there is no guessing and all items are equal in
discrimination. Regardless of their separate origins and
initial purposes, the Rasch and three parameter models can
be used to perform similar functions. While the three
parameter model does not achieve specific objectivity in the
way Wright interprets it, i. e., guessing and differences in
item discrimination, along with person ability and item
easiness, determine a person's score, the benefits of item-
free person measurement and person-free item measurement are
obtained with the three parameter model. Furthermore, both
serve as theoretical models for the construction of tests,
and can be used to equate test scores, calibrate test items,
examine test bias, and perform most analytic functions in
testing programs.

Assumptions

The basic assumption of the Rasch model is that a
person's response to a test item depends only on the ability
of the person and the difficulty of the item. An
implication of this assumption is that items and persons can
each be uniquely ordered in terms respectively of their
difficulties and their abilities. Several assumptions are
implied by the basic one. The most frequently discussed are
unidimensionality, local independence, equality of
discriminations, and no random guessing. (Rasch did not
attend to the latter two, probably oecause he did not
consider use of the model with multiple-choice test items.
The significance of these assumptions became clear when the
relationship between the one- and three-parameter models
became clear.)

The three parameter model assumes unidimensionality and
local independence. The assumptions of equality of
discriminations and no random guessing, required by the
Rasch model, are unnecessary because the three parameter
model incorporates these elements as parameters. Therefore,
the three parameter model requires fewer assumptions than
the one parameter or Rasch model.

Unidimensionality. The assumption of unidimensionality
has similar implications for both models. The addition of
the second and third parameters is not intended to account
for multidimensionality in data except insofar as someone
might think of guessing or variations in discrimination
among items as "dimensions" or variables other than ability
and item easiness which influence success on items.

While the assumption of unidimensionality appears
plausible for stable general traits of individuals, some
researchers have questioned its validity in the area of
achievement testing (Choppin, 1982). Several recent studies
have focused on the dimensionality problem in achievement



test data (for example, Phillips and Mehrens, 1984; Cook,
Eignor, and Taft, 1984). It appears that the notion that
achievement of basic school objectives may produce
substantial multidimensionality in data is not supported.
Both models appear to be robust with respect to the level of
multidimensionality found in basic skills tests. Of course,
it is possible that exceptions might be found, and it would
be wise to investigate the dimensionality of data sets to
which the models are to be applied.

The dimensionality assumption is primary in both the
Rasch and three parameter models. In fact, most of the
other assumptions can be considered to be implications of
the unidimensionality assumption. Within the Rasch model,
the concept of specific objectivity implies
unidimensionality. Within the three parameter model,
unidimensional latent traits are also assumed. This
assumption is the basis for the fact that in the three-
parameter model the item parameters do not depend on the
group tested, and the ability estimates do not depend on
which items are auministered (Rasch's concept of specific
objectivity). Furthermore, the classical measurement
models also assume unidimensionality. Therefore, the
assumption of unidimensionality is a basic and pervasive
assumption in measurement and is not likely to be ignored in
any measurement model. Elementary logical reasoning does
not permit the placement of an object in two dimensions with
one number.

When several dimensions are present and models which
assume a single dimension are used, the one-parameter and
three-parameter models do not necessarily behave similarly.
Reckase (1981) has pointed out that the one and three
parameter models yield scores that may differ in the
constructs measured. If only one dimension is present, both
models measure that dimension. If several dimensions are
present, neither or both models may fit. If fit statistics
are judged to be satisfactory, according to Reckase (1981),
"...the one-parameter model yields ability estimates that
have meaning equivalent to that of the number correct raw
scores, but that are on a transformed scale. This results
in an ability estimate that is based on the sum of the
various components of the test, where the components are
weighted by the number of items measuring the component.
The three-parameter model yields an ability estimate with a
different interpretc.tion. Since the estimates are based on
a weighted sum of item responses, the weights being the item
discrimination parameters, and since the discrimination
parameters are related to the first factor loading of a test
(Lord g, Novick. 1968), the three-parameter based ability
estimates are only related to the largest component of the
test" (p. 7). This difference may have important
implications for Florida's Statewide Assessment program.
Where a single score is reported, logically one dimension is
being measured. One must ask whether there is but one large
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factor among the items, and if it is satisfactory for the
test score to measure the dominant factor? Or would it be
more satisfactory for the single score to measure the
amalgam of whatever factors are present among the items?

Local Independence. Local independence is assumed bl
both models and is an implication of the more basic
assumption of unidimensionality. Local independence is
violated when the response to one item affects the response
to a second. A common violation of this assumption occurs
when a mathematical test item requires the result of a
previous item for its solution. An incorrect response to
the previous item insures failure on the dependent item,
thus the second item is dependent on the first and the
assumption of local independence is violated. Another
common violation occurs in reacting comprehension tests when
several different questions are asked about a single
paragraph which has been read. A speeded test violates the
assumption of unidimensionality in that failure on the last
items is due to slow work as well as to ability to respond
correctly given sufficient time. In this sense, the
assumption of local independence is equivalent to that of
unidimensionality in that a second factor or dimension other
than the ability intended is being measured.

No Guessing. The assumption of no guessing, required
1-17 the Rasch model, may also be considered an implication of
the assumption of unidimensionality. Tql.ler. one student
consistently achieves higher scores than -_Aer students of
the same ability level by guessing items correctly, then
another dimension, "propensity to guess", is affecting the
score on the test. The three parameter model controls for
the average amount of guessing on an item across
individuals, but does not cot _rol for differences among
individuals in their "propensity to guess." Errors in
ability estimation will still be induced by the tendency of
one student to guess more than another. For a discussion of
this viewpoint see Traub (1983).

Item Discrimination. A major difference between the one
and three parameter models is the inclusion of an item
discrimination parameter in the three parameter model. The
presence of items which discriminate differently can
influcnce several aspects of measurement. First, the one
parameter model may reject items as not fitting the model if
their ability to discriminate between low and high
performers on the test is much worse are much better than
the average for the items in the test. The test developer
who adhered to the one parameter model might eliminate from
his test any very highly discriminating items, a practice
which would be regarded as ineffective and detrimental by a
follower of classical practice or a user of the three
parameter model. This may not be L3 much of a problem as it
would seem. In theory, all items must discriminate equally
to fit the Rasch model, but in practice one must decide just



how deviant in discrimination items can be and still be
included. Typically this has been done on the basis of
goodness of fit tests. For example, Curry, Bashaw, and
Rentz (1978) found that variation in item discriminations
affected fit to the Rasch model little except when average
discrimination for tests differed. It turns out (George,
1979) that the widely-used goodness of fit tests for the
Rasch model are insensitive to items which deviate from the
model by discriminating particularly well. (Some authors
question whether the readily avail& le tests of goodness of
fit associated with the BICAL program are adequate.
Hambleton and Murray [1983) suggest a large number of
approaches tc evaluating goodness of fit by checking model
assumptions, expected model features, and model predictions
of test results. It is not clear whether use of these tests
of goodness of fit would also find little effect fr
violation of the assumption of equal discrimination.)

In addition, several authors have concluded that when
guesz3ing is not present, the one parameter model performs
satisfactorily. It "maintains high relative efficiency
until the range of discrimination became large" (Reckase,
1977, based on a study done by Hambleton and Traub, 1971).
Panchapakesan (1969) found that. the Rasch model item
discrimination parameters could vary by .20 from the mean
for the test and the model could be adequately used. (The
BICAL program computes item discrimination parameters even
though the model does not include an item discrimination
parameter.) The discrimination parameters can be evaluated
to see whether differences in discrimination may be causin1
the data to misfit the model. George (1979) has shown that
highly discriminating items have a greater tendency than
lower discriminating ones to fit, rather than misfit, the
Rasch model.

However, some things can be done better in test
development using three parameters than one. FDr example,
one can plan a test characteristic curve that he wishes to
obtain using the three parameter model, and considering the
item characteristic curves, can choose items which will
result in the desired test characteristic curve. This might
be done in order to obtain a desired distribution of scores,
given a known distribution of ability, as for example, a
distribution of scores with a dip or hollow near a cutoff
score, when the distribution of ability is normally
distributed. The one parameter model cannot take into
consideration the effectiveness of discrimination of items
in trying to achieve the same objective, since it does not
take this characteristic into consideration.

The three parameter model also per L,s measurement of
ability using more of the information from items. The one
parameter model simply says that the raw score, or number
right, provides all the information that is needed about a
person's pertormance. Everyone with the same number correct
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is judged to be of the same ability level. The three
parameter model says L.. matters which items a person gets
correct. If a low ability person gets very difficult items
correct, he should not get credit for them because he has
probably done this be guessing. However, if a high ability
person gets difficult items correct, the weight given those
items should correspond to the ability of those items to
discriminate. So a person's ability is estimated by the
three parameter model according to the pattern of responses,
not merely the number of correct responses.

One may argue that not much information is added by
considering the pattern of responses. Dinero and Haertel
(1976) concluded tI t number correct ability estimates were
satisfactory for the one and two parameter models when the
item discrimination values were not highly heterogeneous.
They found correlations between the number correct scoring
and scoring in which each response was weighted by the
item's discrimination to vary from .81 to .98 depending on
the shape of the distribution of item discrimination values.
Lord (1968) similarly noted that the use of pattern scoring
might add only slightly to validity, an effect r)f an
improvement on the order of .01. However, he argues that
such a slight improvement is not to be ignored. If one were
to keep the scoring improvement that yields an increase in
validity of .01 and shorten the test to bring the validity
back to its former level, with a reliability of .90 and a
validity of .51, he could throw away a random 30 percent of
the test items. If another .01 can be spared, the test
length could be cut in half using the improved scoring.

Mechanics of Use

Computer Programs. An issue in using either the one
or three parameter model is the availability of computer
prog7ams to com- e the required analyses, or the ease with
which pr-7gram id be written. Computer packages for
implementing ,sch model are readily available and their
characteristics well known. These packages include BICAL
,Wright, Mead, and Bell, 1980), the basic parameter
estimation program, as well as several adaptations of the
program use for item calibration, equating, and item bias.
Several programs are available within the state of Florida
for performing support functions in the analysis
environment; for example, pre - equating.

Computer progra's for implementing the three parameter
model are less readily available. Most analyses are
currently being done with the LOGIST 4 program authored at
Educational Testing Service (ETS) (Wood, Wingersky, and
Lord, 1976). This program is complex and relatively
expensive to run (Hutten, 1980), (However, in relationship
fo the total scope of expenditurE ,of a state-wide testing
program, the additional costs of running LOGIST versus FICAL
may be relatively insignificant.) A revised version of this
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program (LOGIST V) has been prepared. However, it contains
sections written in machine language and has been
implemented few sites other than ETS to this date. It is
assumed that it could be implemented given sufficient
resources. The LOGIST program contains many options for
performing such tasks as item calibration and equating.
However, it has not been adapted for specialized local uses,
for example, calibration and equating, to the extent that
BICAL has. LOGIST 5 will perform many of these functions
directly and LOGIST 6 is being designed for several common
computer systems and will incorporate features to give it
even greater flexibility of use. (Computer programs are
described in a later section of this paper.) Use of the
currently available LOGIST program will generally require
considerable orientation and training and the development of
supporting computer software.

Costs. The three parameter model costs more to
implement than the Rasch model. The greater costs are
associated with computer and personnel time. Hutten (1980)
found the costs for estimating parameters with the three
parameter model to be about three times that required for
the one parameter model. One analysis might cost $5 using
BICAL and $15 using LOGIST 4, for example. LOGIST 5 is said
to reduce the costs of a 3 parameter model eaalysis by about
1/3. Also, computer costs have been decreas_ng and their
direct costs may not be a crucial issue in the near future.
Related increases in costs would stem from the weighted
scoring of student responses, and from the employment of
more highly skilled technical personnel.

The cost factors given by Hutten are for parameter
estimation only and do not represent the full costs
associated with the adoption of the three parameter model.
A more comprehensive description of tasks involved when a
three parameter model replaced traditional procedures in a
large scale besting program was given by Yen (1983). Yen
described the implementation of the three parameter model
for form U of the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills
(CTBS/U) publist. ?d by CTB/McGraw Hill. She cMCTIsJTitem
parameter estimation, bias analysis, model fit, anchor
tests, estimating P values, item bank information, choosinci
items, test construction, equating, and test scoring. She
included evaluative statements about the major tasks and
about the overall undertaking. In summary, Yen noted that
the change to the three parameter model from traditional
procedures was a tremendous amount of work but the pay-off
in clarification of psychometric issues made it worthwhile.
Of course, less dramatic changes would be involved in
changing from a one-parameter model to a three-parameter
in del since many of the major tasks Yen discussed are
already included in use of the one-parameter model.

Item Selection. Both models offer significant
advantages by making it possible to design tests of maximum
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efficiency for particular purposes. Wright and Stone (1979)
sugge,....t a procedure for selecting items that is similar in
concedt to the one described below which was suggested
earlier by specialists in the three-parameter approach.

Lord (1977) gives a procedure for selecting items for a
new test using the three parameter model. He assumes that
the items have been calibrated and that item information
curves are available for each item.

1. Decide or' the shape desired for the test
information function.

2. Choose items having information curves that
will fill areas under the target test
information curve.

3. Cumulatively add up the item information curves.
4. Continue selecting items until the area under the

target test information curve is satisfactorily
approximated.

Reckase (1981) points out that the classical procedure
of selecting items with high discrimination indices and
appropriate difficulty values should also work well.
However, one problem with the classical procedures for
mastery tests is that the classical p values are not on the
ability scale, so it is much more difficult to determine how
to select the items that will measure most efficiently at
the cutoff score. Further, the clascic-.1 p values depend on
the group tested. Item-response-theory difficulty estimates
do not depend on the group as long as the test measures only
one dimension.

Items are also selected for both models on the basis of
item fit. Howe-ier, the effects that selection of items on
the basis of item fit will have on the characteristics of a
test are not clear. Reckase (1981) reviewed several studies
which investigated the relationship between item fit anq
test psychometric characteristics. He summarized the
studies and the results of his own work as follows, "To
summarize the results, there seems to be no good procedure
for selecting items with the one-parameter logistic model.
Not only do the fit statistics not work well, but no reason
can be thought of for selecting items with discrimination
parameters equal to the mean discrimination on the pool.
Typically, use of the best items in a pool would seem
desirable, ..." (p. 4). Our own investigation of the use of
item fit in item selection confirms Reckase's conclusion
(Beard, et al, 1984). Items may be selected on the basis of
content and traditional psychometric indices with little
dotriment to the resulting scores.

Item Calibration. The calibration of test items is one
of the most frequent tasks done when using the one or three
parameter model, and it is in item calibration that several
major differences between the two models occur. The most



basic and obvious difference is that the one parameter model
requires only the estimation of item difficulties whereas
the three parameter model requires the estimation of item
difficulty, discrimination, an( guessing parameters. The
difficulties inherent in the estimation of the
discrimination and guessing parameters constitute major
issues in item calibration. In fact, Wright and Stone
(1979) state, regarding the estimation of these two
parameters, that, "...there are good reasons to expect that
all such attempts must, in principle, fail." (p. 11).
However, item parameters for discrimination and guessing are
routinely estimated with the major problems appearing to be
the cost and the large number of subjects and items
required. Lord (1980) recommended sample sizes larger than
2,000, but others are willing to use smaller numbers.
Hambleton (1982) suggested that sample sizes in excess of
600 or 700 appear to be needed, with disproportionately
large numbers in the lower end of the ability scale to
facilitate the estimation of the guessing (c) parameter.
Reckase (197.6 found that discrimination parameters
estimated with N=382 were not significantly different from
those estimated with N=2997. He found that N=763 gave
excellent results for estimates of the difficulty
parameters, though he suggested that in his data even 2997
cases might be none too many. Reckase found that there was
considerable loss in calibration precision between N=382 and
N=150 for the one-parameter model. Tinsley and Dawis (1975)
cite Anderson et. al. (1968) as pointing out that generally
samples of 500 or more are needed to obtain stable easiness
and ability estimates. However, the general consensus
seems to be that sample sizes of approximately 300 are
minimal for calibrating items with the one parameter model
and approximately 1,000 for the three parameter model.

Parameter estimation methods which use Bayesian
techniques are able to function with smaller numbers of
examinees under the right conditions. The Bayesian approach
is to start from a prior distribution other than a "diffuse
prior," the term applied by Bayesians to the assumption made
by traditional statisticians that we have no knowledge about
distributions before the data for the current investigation
are collected. Bayesians might, for example, assume that
rather than a diffuse or rectangular distribution,
examinees' abilities are distributed normally. The Bayesian
then collects data which he adds to the assuli.ption and uses
to modify the assumption he makes prior to his next
analysis. Using the assumption is equivalent to having more
data, and thus fewer examinees are needed if the prior
assumption about distribution shape is correct. If it is not
correct, the Bayesian may be worse off than the traditional
approach which assumed that any outcome was equally likely,
and the prior distribution was, thus, diffuse (or
rectangular). In the case of the Statewide Assessment Data,
the assumption of normally distributed abilities might be
more sound than assuming that they are rectangularly
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distributed. Probably some form of Beta distribution would
be even more appropriate, and this could be determined on
the basis of previous years' data. With a well-established
pri-,r such as that, the amount of data required for
effe. ve estimates might be appreciably reduced.
Swaminathan is reported to be in the process of developing
programs for Bayesian three-parameter models, and the
approach taken by Owen to estimating abilities uses Bayesian
Modal Fstimators rather than Maximum Likelihood Estimators.
Thus there are available already some techniques for
reducing LOGIST's requirement for large samples, and further
developments appear to be in the offing.

An additional problem is that it appears to be
difficult to estimate guessing parameters for easy items
unless special efforts are made. One cannot expect to have
cloo,, estimates cf the guessing parameter unless a large
number of items are used (40 or more is recommended), and a
reasonable number of persons, with special emphasis on
including persons of low ability so adequate data are
available to indicate the level of performance to be
expected of persons of very low ability. 'I'hat is what the
so-called guessing parameter really indicates.) Hutten
(1980), using LOGIST 4, was able to estimate c parameters
for only one-third of the items of 25 verbal and
q'iantitative achievement tests using sample size:. of 1,000
persons. Yen, using LOGIST 5, appeared to have little
problem in estimating the c parameters for the CTBS/U using
sample sizes of 5,000 persons (Yen, 1983). A consideration
for Florida's assessment program the relative easiness of
the tests' items, which serves to decrease the amount of
guessing done on the test items. On the other hand, since
the tests are so easy, few "low ability" pupils are
ordinarily available to enable sound estimates of the
probability of a person of very low ability answering the
item correctly.

The calibration of items from two tests to a common
scale is relatively easy to do with the LOGIST program,
provided there are items common to the tests to be linked.
The item r'sponses of the two tests are analyzed in one
combined data file with the items not taken by each student
coded as nut reached. The resulting item calibrations will
then be on the same scale.

Using LOGIST 5, if a test contains a subset of pre-
calibrated items, the remainder of the items in the test can
be calibrated to the item bank scale or equated to the bank
reference scale by holding the parameters of the pre-
calibrated items fixed for the analysis. These options in
the LOGIST program make the calibration of items and the
equating of test scores quite manageable.

Another method of calibrating two sets of items to the
same scale when a subset of the items have been administered
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to both groups is as follows. The linear relationships
between the difficulty and discrimination parameters from
the two groups can be represented by scatterplots and a
prediction equation for predicting the second set of
parameters from the first can be established. This
prediction equation can be used to predict item parameters
for those items not administered to the first group. This
procedure will provide estimates of item parameters on a
common scale (Hambleton, 1982).

To equate the scores of two or more tests using LOGIST
5, the items would be calibrated to the same scale and the
calibration values for the items of the test of interest
would be held fixed while the abilities of the students were
estimated. The resulting scores would be equated to the
first test.

These procedures compare with those of the Rasch model
which consist of finding the mean difference in difficulty
of the common items from two separate analyses, and applying
this difference as a constant to put the difficulties of the
two item sets on the same scale, or the abilities of the two

groups on the same scale. Alternatively, a common-person
procedure could be used in which the items of two tests are
administered to a group of persons. The entire set of items
would be calibrated in one computer run and the resulting
item calibrations would be on the same scale.

Item Bias. Both the one and three parameter models can
be used to detect itela bias. One procedure using the Rasch
model is to calibrate a set of items using separate groups
for which bias is being investigated. The two calibration
values for each item are then compared using a standardized
difference or by examining scatterplots of the two values
for the entire set of items. Another procedure which
provides more information regarding the particular nature of

item bias is to estimate the item difficulties and person
abilities for the two groups of interest in one combined
analysis. These abilities and difficulties are then used to
calculate residuals separately for the two groups. The
residuals can be plotted against the difference between
ability and difficulty (b-d). If an item is biased against
a particular group, the residuals will take negative values
(Mead, 1976). Several variations of the residual analysis
may be found in the literature.

The general approach for detecting item bias with the
three parameter model is to compare item characteristic
curves generated by the two groups of interest. This
procedure essentially facilitates the comparison of the
expected proportion of successes in each group after ability
level has bean controlled. It also enables one to notice
items whose characteristic curves cross, indicating that
they favor one group at the low end but the other group at
the high end of the ability scale. The one parameter model



does noc permit these observations since it assumes that all
item discrimination values are equal and therefore such
crossing of item characteristic curves cannot occur.

The procedures used by the one and three parameter
models are based on the same theory, that of comparing
actual and expected responses for persons at the same
ability level from two different groups. However, Hambleton
(1982) points out that, "Since the three-parameter model
often provides a somewhat better fit to test data at the
lower end of the ability continuum (Hambleton et al., 1982)
than less general logistic models, the three-parameter model
may be more ilseful than otner logistic models for studying
bias" (p. 5.24). Empirical studies indicate that the two
models do not agree very well on which items are biased
(Douglas, 1981, for example). In some cases the
disagreement is because measures of goodness of fit have
been used to detect item bias for the one parameter model
while for the three parameter model measures of differences
in item characteristic curves have been used to detect bias.
To some extent the differences may occur because the two
models treat items which are not reached differently.

Results Yielded By The Two Models

Scores. The scores yielded by the one and three
parameter models may not measure the same construct. The
one parameter or Rasch model yields scores which are
transformations of the number of items answered correctly.
This procedure is typically referred to as number correct
(NC) scoring. When using NC scoring, a person's ability "is
assumed to be expressed in his responses to the set of items
he takes as summarized in the unweighted count of the number
of items he gets correct." (Wright and Stone, 1979, p. 45).
The BICAL UCON ability estimation procedure "responds in
detail to the distribution of item difficulties (di} and so
estimates a measure br which is completely freed of whatever
distribution of item difficulties characterizes the test."
(p. 143) However, NC scoring does not mean that test ability
scores increase in equal increments when additional items
are answered correctly. Rather, it means that all peLsons
who answer a given number of items correctly will receive
the same ability measure. Items on the difficult end of the
item difficulty continuum essentially contribute more to
ability scores than easy items, provided that all
easier items have been answered correctly.

The three parameter model uses information from items
more completely than does the one parameter model. The
three parameter model gives much more weight to a difficult
item answered correctly by a person of high ability than a
person of low ability who answers the same item correctly
(perhaps by means of sheer guessing). The most
discriminating items receive the most weight for high
ability examinees. Only the easy items are accorded much
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weight for persons of low ability (Lord, 1968).

In order to take advantage of all information about the
items when using the three parameter model, it is necessary
to use item pattern (IP) scori g procedures. Lord (1980, p.

58-59) gives procedures for deriving maximum likelihood
estimates of trait values using item response vectors.
These procedures are complex and expensive compared to NC
scoring procedures, although Yen (1983) has developed
computer routines which speed up the trait estimation
process. She also developed a procedure and computer
software for obtaining maximum likelihood trait estimates
based on NC scoring. She found the NC scores to be unbiased
estimates of IP scores and highly correlated with the
maximum likelihc d estimates although the NC scores had
larger standard r tors of measurement.

A frequently mentioned problem with IP scoring is that
it is theoretically possible for an examinee with a lower
raw score than another to receive a higher IP score.
Personnel at CTB report that this has not been a real
problem in their experience with the CTBS/U (Yen, 1984,
personal communication). Another major difference in
scoring between the two models is that LOGIST has the
capability of treating incorrect, omitted, and not reached
items differently. (One can enter the data with "not
reached" items recorded as "wrongs" to avoid this option.)
BICAL treats omitted and not reached items as incorrect
responses. In LOGIST the ability oZ a person may be baced
only on those items which were reached, and partial credit
is given for omitted items. When "not reached" items are
called wrong, cultural groups with different attitudes
toward completing tests will cause items near the end of a
test to appear to be "culturally biased."

Yen reported that omitted items were scored as wrong in
the standardization phase of the CTBS/U development, and
not reached items were treated as not reached (Yen, 1983).
Both omitted and not reached items were scored as wrong
answers in scoring the tests for norming and for reporting
scores to users. She provided the following rationale for
this treatment of omitted and not reached items. "The
decision to treat c-itted and not reached items as wrong
answers was based on two primary considerations: (1) If a
student is not penalized for not reached items and this fact
is Known to teachers and students, it becomes possible to
manipulate scores through test directions and changes in
test-taking strategies. (2) Unless omitted and not reached
items are treated as wrong answers, the hand scoring of
tests becomes complicated." (p. 135). (The second of her
reasons appears to be of no consequence for statewide
assessment testing.) The implementation of the three
parameter model would require several decisions about the
handling of omitted and not reached items, and, depending on
the choices made, adaptations of LOGIST or other computer
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programs light have to be made.

Item Fit. More items will fit the model, perhaps
substantially 1.:r,r1, when calibrations are done with the
three rather than the one parameter model. Whether this is
a major advantage or merely a problem with the assessment of
item fit would require research on the particular
application under consideration. Many investigators have
raised serous questions about the goodness of fit tests
ordinarily Lic.-4 with the Rasch model. (See, for example,
Divgi, 1984, especially George, 1980). It is reasonable
that more itas can fit a model in which it is not assumed
that items are equal in discrimination and that there is no
guessing--that the probability of a person of low ability
answering correctly is zero.

Test Efficiency. An advantage of using either the one
or three parameter models is the possibility of
systematically increasing the efficiency of tests, which
theoretically makes possible the use of shorter tests to
achieve the same quality of measurement. Procedures have
been developed for both the Rasch and the three parameter
models which facilitate the design and construction of
optimally efficient tests. These were discussed earlier
un3er the ,._ceding "Item Selection."

It would appear that the procedures of the three
parameter model would enable the more precise construction
of tests to specifications. However, the implementation of
either procedure should result in efficient tests and be
considerably better than using neither procedure. It should
also be remembered that the Florida Assessment Program is
based on a mastery model of score interpretation which
places content constraints on the selection of items. Some
items must be placed in the test to conform to pre-
determined test specifications, even if they are not optimal
for overall test efficiency as defined by Lord or Wright.
Careful test design might, however, permit emphasis of
measurement precision near the cutting score while
adequately conforming to the pre-determined specifications.

Testing Programs Now Using
the Three-Parameter Approach

California Test Bureau

One major test publisher has developed a battery of
standardized tests for classroom use based on the three-
parameter model. California Test Bureau used the three-
parameter model in developing the California Tests of Basic
Skills, Form U (CTBS/U). The procedure is des717-ibed n a
chapter by Yen (19077After readi-, that description and
several recent papers by Yen, it becL.me possible for one of
the investigators (Hills) to visit Yen and her colleagues,
D. R. Green and G. Burket, at the California Test Bureau



Offices in Monterey, California. The description below
reflects Yen's paper and the discussion during that visit.
Some detail of their procedures is given to convey an idea
of the tasks involved in converting to a three parameter
mathematical framework from the conventional approach.

CTBS/U is an achievement battery containing tests in
reading, language, mathematics, reference skills, science,
and social studies. It is available in 9 levels spanning
grades K-12. In developing the tests, item-response-theory
procedures were used in various phases, First, the items
were written and tried out on a heterogeneous sample of
students in public and private schools across the United
States. Items appropriate for one grade were tried out at
adjacent grades. At least 400 "standard" students, and 200
black students (from schools with predominantly black
enrollments) were used in the tryout phase. To obtain item-
parameter estimates, LOGIST 5 was run separately on each
test in each tryout book. The values of the c parameter
were not estimated on these small samples. They were set at
1/A - 0.05, where A is the number of alternatives for the
multiple-choice questions.

Using the b parameters from this analysis, bias was
evaluated by comparing among ethnic groups using a chi-
square statistic presented by Lord (1980). LOGIST was rerun
without items that appeared to be biased in order to get
"final tryout item parameter estimates." Items were then
evaluated in terms of fit to the model using a procedure
developed and described by Yen.

Items were selected for final forms based on the item
parameters from the tryout analyses. Data were available
from the California Achievement Tests which had been given
to the same students, and these data, analyzed by LOGIST,
were used to assist in choosing items of appropriate
difficulty for the CTBS/U. Also, national E values were
estimated, distractor information was examined, and those
plus an overall quality index were used in choosing the
items for the final forms. A computer program to choose the
items for a statistically "ideal" test provided a starting
pl ice for final item selection and revision. The program
selected items in the desired subranges of difficulty,
maximized the overall "quality" of the items, and maximized
discrimination among items with the same overall quality.
The editorial requirement for a minimum number of items for
each category cbjective was also met.

Standardization data were collected on from 7000 to
45000 students for each test level. These data were then
used with LOGIST to estimate final item parameters that are
used in banking the items, in scoring, and equating. In
these analyses, all three parameters of the items were
estimated. Interlevel equating was done by analyzing
together successive pairs of shelf and lirkage books using
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LOGIST and pooling data from common items while using
LOGIST's "not reached" option for the items of the second
test of each pair not common with the first. (A "shelf" test
is one to be published for the market. "Linkage tests" are
used only in the process of equating.)

Two scoring procedures are offered. One is based on
the number correct: the other on item-patterns, i.e., the
optimal scoring procedures that are part of LOGIST.
Separate norms are provided for these two kinds of scores.
Objective mastery scores use the scores on an objective
along with scores on the rest of the test in a Bayesian
approach which produces smaller standard errors for mastery
scores than are available from the raw mastery scores. A
separate program was written for scoring so that the rest of
LOGIST would not be involved simply for that purpose.

Yen (1983) evaluated the use of IRT in this program,
and drew the following conclusions. The IRT parameters seem
to be more meaningful, and the bias evaluations seem
satisfactory although larger Ns might be a good idea.
Equating produced the interesting result that standard
deviations decreased with level instead of increasing, as
occurs with Thurstonian absolute scaling procedures. In
scoring, IRT allows standard errors of measurement to vary
with ability. Clearly, the change to IRT procedures
involved a lot of work.

In our meeting with the CTBS group, Yen, Green, and
Burket were exceedingly helpful. It was clear that they
were very happy with the switch to the three-parameter IRT
approach. When asked why they chose the three-parameter
instead of the one-parameter approach, the response was that
three advantages were clear: (a) Measurement is much more
accurate at the low ability end when guessing is included in
the model. They estimated roughly 25% more accurate. (b)
Many more items fit the model when it is not assumed that
items are the same in discrimination and that there is no
guessing. (c) Items with high discrimination valu.s are not
eliminated for lack of fit, as they would be in a one-
parameter model which assumes that all items are equal in
discrimination.

On the other hand, one always asks whether the change
was worth it. Could it be justified in dollars and cents?
They don't have an answer, but if they were allowed to
choose which way to go, they would not return to the
classical procedures or try to make do with a one-parameter
model. They noted that one problem if one wants continuity
over the years is dealing with items which have data only in
terms of classical parameters. If the data are available,
those items can be reanalyzed as time permits.

CTB uses LOGIST 5 on its own IBM computer. It pays ETS
for use--an amount of about $5000 per year for operational



rise. Lord and Wingersky have been very helpful in getting
the program operational at CTB and working with them on its
use. CTB paid something like $2000 per year during the
period when they were using LOGIST 5 for researc17,. They
have made some modifications to the program for their own
purposes, have written some auxiliary programs for such
things as scoring, preparing item characteristic curves,
test characteristic curves, item and test information
curves, displays for their item writers, etc. They are not
in a position to offer those programs to anyone else since
they developed them for in-house use without detailed
documentation. To produce even flow charts now would
require considerable effort. So to obtain similar programs
would require new programming to fit the local needs.

CTR is heavily involved in equating. They feel that
for horizontal equating it really does not matter much how
you equate using the well-known methods. However, for
vertical linking they feel that the best way is to use the 3
parameter model, and even that is not really adequate.

The CTB staff recognize that applying IRT to
achievement tests is a problem. The b parameter values may
change markedly from day to day even with effective
instzuction. However, this problem is not unique to IRT;
IRT simply calls it to your attention. Their solution is
simply to lump all students in a particular year together,
from both Fall and Spring data collection and run the IRT
analysis on the conglomerate. Multidimensionality is a
problem with achievement tests also, and there is no good
solution to it at present. Again, the same problem exists
regardless of the method of analysis; IRT makes you think
about it.

To summarize, California Test Bureau uses the three-
parameter IRT model to develop, analyze, and score their
major test offering, the California Tests of Basic Skills.
They think it is a big step forward in te1717ig, they
recognize that the change requires a lot of work, they feel
that they are still exploring and that there is a lot of
exploring still to be done, but they would not change back
if they were offered the opportunity. No insurmountable
problems have arisen.

Educational Testing Service

Educational Testing Service (ETS) has a number of
testing programs making use of the three-parameter model in
one form or another. Dr. Al Beaton (personal communication,
Summer, 1984) told us of the use of the three parameter
model with National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP). ETS has had the NAEP contract for just over a year
now. They inherited a large file of test items with no data
on the items. Apparently the only data used by NAEP
previously was difficulty level in terms of proportion



passing. By the nature of the test, there is no total
score, so with traditional methods there was no way to
obtain, or sense, to such things as item discrimination
indices. ETS is using the three parameter model and
obtaining data on (a) the level of ability required to have
a probability of half way between chance and 1.00, (b) the
slope of the item characteristic curve (which is possible
because students who are not administered the item arc
treated as though they had not reached it), and (c) the
level of performance expected by someone with minimum
ability (the chance level). ETS has now (June, 1984) tested
90,000 examinees with NAEP instruments, and it will use the
item data for maintaining an item bank and for using items
as anchors in future tests. Dr. Beaton recognizes that ETS
is more or less the focus of the three parameter model, so
it would be unreasonable to expect it to use other models.
However, he indicates that he is very happy with the
analyses he is obtaining and would not be satisfied with
anything else. He could identify no particular difficult or
insurmountable problems.

Dr. Marilyn Hicks and Dr. Nancy Peterson are working
with the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).
TOEFL seems to have been the first test at ETS that began
using IRT in general, instead of just for research purposes.
TOEFL has been using the three parameter model of IRT since
1978, and Dr. Hicks (pe:sonai communication, Summer 1984)
regards their use of it as very successful. IRT is used for
item banking and equating, but the TOEFL scores which are
reported to candidates are based on the number correct.
Item banking is done using both IRT and traditional item
statistics. Test design and assembly are still done on the
basis of the traditional item deltas and point-biserial
correlations that have been used for many years at ETS.

The item analyses that are done for this program using
IRT use the LOGIST 4 program. LOGIST 5 is not yet available
to them. They think that most results will be very similar
from the two programs, with occasional substantial
differences. LOGIST 5 estimates the c parameters
differently, and the size of the c parameters influences the
size of the a narameters. They anticipate that LOGIST 5
will be more efficient, i. e., take less time for an
analysis, and it will be easier to use because the mnemonics
and input procedures are much more "user friendly."

Dr. Hicks says that they have had no serious unforeseen
problems. Their main problem is getting s a i tab 1 e
populations for pretest data. When asked what the main
benefits of the three-parameter model over the one-parameter
inodcl would be, Dr. Hicks said first many items would fit
the three-parameter model that would not fit the one-
parameter model, and fit would generally be better. She
also felt that the scores provided by the three-parameter
model would be more accurate. She felt that equatings of
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tests horizontally would not be very different from the two
models.

Dr. Neil Dor an s and Dr. Frank McHale (personal
communication, Summer 1)84) use tht three parameter model in
work with the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test-National Merit
Scholarship Qualification Test 1PSA7-NMSOTT They use the
three-parameter IRT model cor equating and item calibration.
Scores are based on raw scores corrected for guessing rather
than using the weighted scores derived from IRT. Item
banking uses IRT statistics for large scale sets of data,
but uses deltas anc: point-biserial rs for small data sets.
They are gradually recalibrating items that only have deltas
and point biserials so that IRT palameters will be available
for all or nearly all items in the future. Test design and
test assembly are currently being done based on deltas and
point biserials, but the plan is to move to IRT statistics
in 1986.

Dr. McHale reported that he has used only LOGIST 5.
The differences between programs that he is aware of are
that LOGIST 4 gives a common c parameter to more items than
LOGIST 5, and LO FIST 5 is much quick ar. For example, LOGIST
4 took 3 hours _o process 290 items on 10,000 examinees.
LOGIST 5 does the same job in 2 hours, about 1/3 less time.

Dr. McHale finds that the most difficult problem is
getting all the item parameter estimates on the same scale.
A number of procedures are available, but problems have
arisen with e,:h of them. Now a procedure being developed
by Stockinc, and Lord is being investigated. It was reported
on at the New Orleans AERA weeting.

Drs. Martha Stocking and William Ward are working with
computerized adaptive testing (CAT) based on the three-
parameter model at ETS. The tests they are developing are
to measure basic skills for college level academic
placement. Dr. Stocking explained that the tests will be
taken on microcomputers (the IBM PC). Each test will start
with an item of middle difficulty level. The next item will
be the hardest item in '-he pool. After one item is correct
and one incorrect., an ability can be estimated for the
examinee. Then th- next item administered will depend on
which item in the pool will provide the maximum information
at that ability level. Certain controls will assure that a
sound mix of item type and content is maintained. All tests
will be of the same length. An attempt to terminate testing
when a fixed standard er:ir of measurement was ree'hed did
riot work very well. Scores will be in terms of estimates of
the number correct that would have been obtained on the
entire pool (120 items). The idea of maximum likelihood
estimates of ability for scores was rejected for two
reasons: (a) such scores are not familiar to users, and (b)
sometimes maximum likelihood estimates give outliers that
require special attention.
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Obtaining parameter estimates for new items is a
problem. They are nct sure yet how they will accomplish
that, but a group including Lord, Bock, Levine, ane Samejima
are working on it in connection with the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), and the solut )n
achieved there will be evaluated for use in connection with
these college placement tests.

Stocking is enthusiastic about this use of the three-
parameter IRT approach. She says the problems are less
severe than was expected. The hardware problems have been
tractable. Since the items are to be multiple choice, she
feels that the one-parameter model which assumes no guessing
would be entirely inappropriate. She has no reason to
believe that the items would be equal in discrimination, do
for her that would be another inadequacy of the one-
parameter model.

Dr. Dan Eignor (personal communication, Summer 1984) of
ETS is not involved 3- a testing program there that is
currently using IRT, but in 1979 ETS had the contract for
the New Jersey minimum competency tests and tried to use
LOG1ST 4 to estimate item parameters for it. He indicated
that they had severe convergence problems, i. e., after many
iterations the program would not reach the end. The problem
seemed to have to do with estimating the c parameters when
the items were so easy (as minimum competency items tend to
be). Eventually they tried using a two-parameter model,
ignoring guessing or fixing it. They still had problems
with convergence. When the proportion getting an item
correct is .96 or .97, the item discrimination cannot be
very high, and it may be that even students with very
limited ability compared to those in this group would have a
relatively high probability of answering the item correctly.
In such cases, IRT parameters are difficult to estimate.
Possible solutions are to fix the c parameters at a common
value or to try starting values for cs other than those
usually used in LOGIST. Eignor suggested that Bock and
Mislevy have an approach to estimating item parameters,
BILOG, that is Bayesian in nature. It allows one to set
prior distributions, rather than assuming that distributions
are normal. Eignor wonders if that might be of assistance,
though he has never seen or used the BILOG program. Mislevy
is scheduled to join the ETS staff in September, and he may
have an opportunity then to help solve some of these
problems. ETS rar,_ly has r_nimum competency data to deal
with, so they have little experience with tests consisting
almost entirely of very easy items.

Air Force

Dr. Bryan Wate-s (personal communication, Summer 1984)
of the Human Resources Research Office in Washington, D. C.,
descr!bed briefly a long-tom (five to eight year)
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development in the A;I Force of computer administered tests
of performance in Air Force jobs. The jobs are to be
analyzed in terms of the cognitive skills and the cognitive
tasks involved, and tests will be administered by computer.
These will not necessarily be computerized adaptive tests--
they may not be adaptive in the sense that will be described
in the next section on the developments at the Naval
Personnel Research and Development Center. However, instead
of transforming a single battery of tests to the adaptive
mode, the Air Force is considering administering all of its
tests by means of computer terminals, and is developing
plans for a thorough psychological analysis of the
competencies which will be tested. Implementation, if all
goes well, is anticipated around 1990.

Naval Personnel Research and Development Center

The Naval Personnel Research and Development Center
(NPRDC) at San Diego has been using the three-parameter
logistic item response model in connection with development
of the Computerized Adaptive Testing System (CAT). The Navy
will administer the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB) adaptively on computers starting in 1986.
Extensive studies are being done now to determine whether
the CAT maintains or improves the reliability, the validity,
the predictive efficiency, and the factorial structure of
the ASVAB while reducing by about half the number of items
administered to each examiaee, eliminating security problems
which arose when test booklets and answer sheets were
stolen, providing suitable questions for the wide range of
'Ality faced in testing the general population, and
eliminating clerical errors in scoring, score conversion,
and score recording.

Studies completed so far indicate that CAT tests have
higher reliabilities than conventional tests for numbers of
items up to 30, the difference being of the order of a 9-
item CAT test having the same alternate forms reliability
(.80) as a 19-item conventional test. The validity of the
CAT also exceeds that of the conventional test up to 30
items in length, with about 10 CAT administered items
reaching the validity of abou'. 30 conventionally -
administered items. Studies of the factorial nature of CAT
administered tests indicate that they measure the same
factors as their conventionally-administered counterparts,
and the correlations between CAT administered tests and
conventionally-administered tests are higher than the
correlations between test and retest with the
conventionally-administered forms. Studies of the validity
of CAT administered ASVAB for predicting success in
specialty schools in the Navy (specialties such as
electronics technician, radioman, sonarman, mess manager,
hospital corpsman, and hull maintenance technician)
indicated no noticeable difference between the CAT tests and
conventional tests. Dr. J. R. McBride, Head of the Personnel
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Systems Research Department of NPRDC, indicated (personal
communication, July 30, 1984) that studies are still needed
on such issues as differences between CAT and conventional
scores for females and for minorities, effect of computer
experience on scores, whether items should be calibrated in
the CAT mod.. instead of in the conventional administration,
as well as on development of the hardware and software to
make CAT effective on a large scale. On the latter point,
nothing in the information received from NPRDC indicates the
strategy that the Armed Forces will use to administer the
CAT-ASVAB on a large scale. One wonders whether an entire
typewriter keyboar-1 will be used as a response device, since
only a few keys may be needed. Will a micro-computer be
used for each examinee, or will one micro serve a center, or
will all centers be tied into a national large-scale
computer by dedicated telephone lines? People more
sophisticated in such problems can probably ask better
questions Alan these, but no answers to these questions or
considerations of other more appropriate ones are available
in the material that NPRDC is providing to the public.

McBride seems completely confident that the CAT
administration will be installed, and that the three-
parameter model will be used successfully with it. No
discussion appears comparing the possibilities of using a
one-parameter model or a two-parameter model instead. No
difficulties are noted with use of the three-parameter model
in their reports. It may be that with the large and general
population available to them, and no attempt to develop
mastery or minimum competency tests, problems such as
estimating the c parameter do not arise. Their research
basis seems to depend on the efforts of Urry and Owens,
using OGI V IA and Owens' Bayesian approach to ability
estimation, rather than the chain of efforts based on Lord's
work at ETS on LOGIST. (In three articles, only one
reference to any work of Lord appears.)

Computerized adaptive testing is a step beyond merely
changing from use of a one-parameter model to a three-
parameter model. However, CAT has the potential of solving,
or opening up different avenues for solution, of many
problems in statewide testing. For example, the printing of
test booklets and their distribution would be eliminated.
Test security problems would be reduced, or at least
dramatically altered. Scoring could be done and reported
immediately. 'resting could be done whenever a student was
deemed ready, rather than on a single day each year. In
fact, it might be useful to consider all the changes that
are foreseeable from CAT of statewide tests, and to analyze
how it could be done with the current state of the art of
hardware. At some point, it seems highly likely that the
/problems will be offset by the advantages, and the State of-

Florida would probably want to move to CAT at that time.
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Availability and Adequacy of Computer Procedures
for the Three Paramete2' App-zoach

The available programs for the three parameter approach
now seem to be LOGIST 4, LOGIST 5, ANCILLES, and BILOG. In
reverse order, BILOG is a program being developed by Darrell
Bock at the University of Illinois. It is reported to be
superior to LOGIST 4 and 5 in some respects. Since it does
not estimate abilities until item parameters have been
estimated, Lord (1984) thinks it may function with fewer
items than LOGIST. (With only 10-15 items, LOGIST obtains
biased estimates of ability parameters, especially at low
ability levels. This causes item parameters to he
misestimated, even with large numbers of examinees.) Wendy
Yen is working on a comparative study between LOGIST and
BILOG. She reports, however, that BILOG is still in the
process of development, and she has not received a final
version to evaluate (personal communication, Summer, 1984).
For the present, that makes BILOG unattractive for a major
testing program. Bock is being used as a consultant to the
State of California in its assessment program which uses
BILOG along with multiple-matrix sampling to determine the
level of performance in California's schools. An inquiry to
the head of that program, Dr. Dale Carlsen, for information
on their activities was fruitless.

ANCILLES and OGIVIA

Similarly, an inquiry to Dr. Urry for additional
information on ANCILLES, a Bayesian Modal Estimation
procedure, was to no avail. The computerized adaptive
testing efforts of the Navy, reported above, may be based
partly on use of ANCILLES or its predecessor, OGIVIA, along
with Bayesian estimates of abilities based on a procedure
developed by Owen, but the reports are not clear on what
estimation procedure is being used. Swaminathan is reported
to be developing a Bayesian Modal Estimation procedure
program. Bayesian estimates are useful if the proper prior
frequency distribution can be chosen, anc in Florida's case
that should be easy to do from previous years' data.
Bayesian estimates of ability are more precise (smaller mean
squared error) because they are based on more information
than maximum likelihood estimates. The Bayesian estimates
take into account the characteristics of the group to which
one belongs, while the maximum likelihood methods ignore
that information. However, since the Bayesian estimates do
take into account the group of which one is a member, they
are, by definition, not independent of the group, and that
independence is one of the attractive characteristics of
ability estimates and item parameter estimates from item
response theory.



Comparisons of LOGIST and ANCILLES

McKinley and Reckase 11980) compared LOGIST and
ANCILLES for analyzing data from 4000 examinees who took the
Iowa Test of Educational Development (ITED). They found
that using ANCILLES more items had unsatisfactory fit to the
model. The average b values were not significantly
different; the average a values were significantly higher
for LOGIST, and the average c values were significantly
lower for LOGIST. The mean abilities were not significantly
different, and the correlation between abilities from the
two programs was .987. Since the ANCILLES b values
correlated highly (.68) with the chi square goodness of fit
values, it appeared to the authors that ANCILLES had
difficulty fitting items with extreme b values. (The
correlation between b value and chi square for LOGIST was
zero.) Poor fit in the case of LOGIST seems to be related
co low a values. The authors conclude that LOGIST is the
method of choice in spite of its additional cost.

Swaminathan and Gifford (1983) compared ANCILLES and
LOGIST on artificial data, using tests of different length,
different sizes of examinee population, and different
distributions of ability. Both procedures resulted in poor
estimates of the a parameter with short tests, but the
LOGIST estimates were superior to those of ANCILLES. In
general, the a parameter was poorly estimated by ANCILLES,
with a tendency to overestimate its size. LOGIST also
tended to overestimate a, but to a lesser degree. The b
parameter was estimated well by both procedures, with more
accurate estimates coming from LOGIST which did surprisingly
well with small numbers of items and examinees. ANCILLES
produced very poor estimates of the c parameter, while
LOGIST estimates were close to the true values. Although no
differences appeared between the ANCILLES and LOGIST
estimates of ability for longer tests, when there were fewer
than 15 items, LOGIST fared better, especially when
distributions of ability were skewed. LOGIST tended to
underestimate cs while ANCILLES estimates of the c parameter
were extremely high when the ability distribution was
skewed. The authors conclude that in general, the LOGIST
procedure was superior to the ANCILLES procedure, especiallN,
in estimating the a and c parameters. However, the
difference between them becomes negligible when the number
of items and the number of examinees increases sufficiently.

LOGIST 4 and LOGIST 5

The most widely used, most completely developed, and
certainly best documented computer program to use at present
is LOGIST. LOGIST is currently available in two forms,
LOGIST 4 and LOGIST 5. Wingersky (personal communication,
September, 1984) has informed us that a new LOGIST 6 is
being planned for development over the course of the next
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year. Each new form is an improvement over the previous
form. The plan for LOGIST 6 is tc develop a form of LOGIST
that will be readily usable for operations, rather than
research, will be user-friendly, and will be designed to be
readily translatable for computers other than those of IBM.
LOGIST 4 is now available and usable on computers such as
the Control Data Corporation (CDC) computer at Florida State
University. Dr. Hambleton assures us that to the best of
his knolhledge the translation of LOGIST 4 for use with CDC
computers, done under his direction, was complete, and all
the usual options are available. So it appears that LOGIST
4 is immediately available locally. That has advantages
since no royalty is involved in its use for research or
operational purposes. LOGIST 5, however, is reported to be
more efficient and more effective at estimating the c
parameter. Estimation of that parameter for items is

anticipated to be a problem since the Florida assessment
tests are so easy, i.e., few peorle get low scores
reflecting low ability so it is diffi .ult to estimate the
probability of a very low scorer (a person of very low
ability) answering an item correctly. On the other hand,
since the tests are easy for the population, little guessing
may occur, and fixing all c parameters at a common value may
yield satisfactory results. Dr. Eignor alerted us to his
frustrating experience in using LOGIST 4 with minimum
competency tests.

LOGIST 5 is reported to have two other advantages,
also. First, it is reported to be easier to use, i.e.,

input has been simplified, and the instructions are easier
to follow. Second, it takes less computer time, and should,
therefore, be less expensive to use, by about one third. A

typical LOGIST 4 run for 1000 examinees and 40 items might
cost about $10 plus costs for printing the output which vary
depending on how much output one wants. Saving $3.33 seems
like a trivial amount, but if many LOGIST 4 runs are made
trying different options or on different sets of data, the
cost differential could easily amount to hundreds of
dollars. It is hard to imagine that it would amount to

thousands of dollars a year.

So, LOGIST 5 would seem to have some important advantages.
Its disadvantages are that it has not yet been translated
for the CDC computers, nor were we successful in running it

on the IBM computers at the Northwest Data Center or the
University of Florida. Furthermore, royalties must be paid
for its use in an operational program. The standard fee for

use of LOGIST 5 is $5000 per year. We do not
know whether that fee would apply to a State agency which
was not deriving income from the use of the program. As far
as we know, no State agency is now using LOGIST 5 in its
testing programs. Wi ng er sky , the primary source for
information about LOGIST at ETS, has estimated that doing
the necessary programming to adapt LOGIST 5 for the CDC
would cost about $5000 in consulting and travel expenses,



plus computer costs. It would take about two weeks. She
would be willing to contract for that undertaking, but would
not be available until Spring, 1985. By that time, LOGIST 6
might be available, and it might be easier to adapt to
varied computers, as well as having other useful features.
Other programs now under development, such as ASCAL and
BILCG, should, perhaps, be evaluated at that time also.

ASCAL

C. David Vale, President of Assessment Systems
Corporation, St. Paul, Minnesota, has informed us (personal
communication, Fall 1984) that Assessment Systems
Corporation has developed a three-parameter logistic item
calibration program called ASCAL. Vale reports that the
Program is similar to LOGIST although it restricts its
parameter estimates in a different way, using Bayesian
priors on the estimates. The program is being written to
function on the PDP-11 and IBM PC computers. The PC version
is scheduled to be available in October. Its price is
anticipated to be $900. The Statewide Assessment Tests may
have difficulty using ASCAL since it uses as the Bayesian
prior for ability a normal distribution, and the scores from
the Flr-rida SSATs are highly skewed, being minimum
competency tests. Further, nothing in the information
received from Dr. Vale indicatec that person abilities are
estimated by AS, The necessary options for equating
tests, for putting item parameters from different testings
on the same scale, etc. are not mentioned either. So it is
not clear at present whether ASCAL will be complete enough
for use by the Statewide Assessment Testing program. The
fact that ASCAL can run on an IBM PC is attractive, but one
must note that on the PCP-11 1.5 hours running time was
required to process 30 items on 1000 people.

Effects of Moving to the Three Parameter
Model on the Data Analysis Procedures

This section presents an analysis of the effects on the
data analysis procedures currently being used by the
assessment program if a move to the three parameter model is
made. The impact of the move on the following procedures
will be examined: a. the calibration of items to the anchor
year scale, b. equating and the computation of students'
scaled scores, c. the maintenance of item banks, d. test
design and construction, e. item bias review procedures, and
f. special tasks. Also, some possible implications for the
future will be considered.

Calibration of test items to the reference year scale.
Cook and Eignor 17911:47TdiTETssed several procedures or
placing item parameters from different administrations of a
test on the same scale. The calibration of test items could
proceed from the general anchor test design that is



currently used if analyses were done using LOGIST S. The
inclusion of common items in each new form of the test would
be done as it is now. The common items would have been
previously calibrated to the reference scale using the three
parameter model. The new items and the common items would
be analyzed together in one computer run with the
calibration values of the common items held fixed. The
resulting calibration values for the noncommon items would
be on the reference scale.

Parameter estimates from two separate calibration runs
may also be placed on the same scale using a linear
transformation. Slope and intercept parameters for putting
common item difficulties of a second test on the scale of a
first teat are determined. The transformation equation can
then be used for placing the set of item difficulty
parameters for the entire second test onto the scale of the
first test. The same parameters of the transformation
equation can be used to place the item discrimination and
ability parameters onto the scale of the first test. The
guessing parameter need not be transformed because it is
expressed in terms of probabilities, which are already on a
common scale.

We know of no procedure for directly transforming Rasch
difficulty values to substitute for those of the three
parameter model. However, the correlation between Rasch and
three parameter item difficulty values would probably be
above .90. A linear transformation could be used to put the
existing Rasch values on the LOGIST item difficulty scale.
Such a procedure might be satisfactory, depending on how
"not reached" items are to be handled.

Greater numbers of persons are required for calibrating
items for the three parameter than for the one parameter
model. Howe,70r, that should not be a problem for the
assessment program since large numbers of students are
involved in the program. Some adjustment in the current
procedures would be required. Items are currently
calibrated to the reference scale using responses to
"experimental forms" as well as intact tests. The numbers
of students taking each of these experimental forms has been
as low as 300, which is acceptable for the Rasch model but
would be unacceptably low for the three parameter model.
However, an alternative procedure would be to consider the
experimental forms as pilot tests and to use Rasch or
classical methods of analysis for these data. The items
could be calibrated to the reference scale upon their
administration as a regularly scheduled test

Another alternative would be to insure that each
experimental form is administered to a minimum number of
students. This minimum remains to be determined, but would
probably be on the order of 1000. This minimum might be
lowered in the event that Bayesian parameter estimation
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procedures were adopted.

It has already been mentioned that Eignor (personal
communication) found that when Logist 4 was applied to the
New Jersey minimum competency test data, LOGIST didn't
converge, and the "common c" was used for most items.
However, if the examinees are so able, relative to the item
difficulties, that few guess, Wing er sky (personal
communication) feels that good estimates of c ace
unimportant. Hambleton, Murray, and Williams (1983)
compared the fits of the one, two, and three parameter
models to the Maryland Functional Reading Tests. They did
not mention difficulties with parameter estimation.
However, they concluded that the guessing parameter improved
fit very little over the two parameter model because the
tests were easy, 77.8% correct. On the other hand, they
found the discrimination parameter to improve fit
substantially. In any case, the estimation of these two
parameters for the Florida data should be carefully
investigated before a decision to change models is made.
Among these investigations should be an investigation of the
possible improved capability of Logist 5 over that of LOGIST
4 in estimating guessing parameters.

Computation of Student Scaled Scores. The computation
of scaled scores fcr the SSAT-II involves two major steps.
First, the scores must be equated to the reference scale,
and second, they must be transfcrmed to the established
SSAT-II scale where a passing score is set equal to 700.
The topic of equating is dealt with by Lord (1977, 1980) and
by Cook and Eignor (1983). Several procedures are
discussed. The method of choice would depend on the overall
design of the equating study. For example, one could choose
to use a common person design or a common item design. The
common item design in current use by the Florida Assessment
Program would probably be continued. In this case the
overall design for eqlating would remain basically
unchanged. The item parameter estimates would be placed on
the reference scale by using the procedures described under
"item calibration" in an earlier section of this paper. Once
the item calibrations have been placed on the reference
scale, and fixed for an analysis, the resulting ability
scores would be on the reference scale.

If LOGIST 5 were used, the equating of the scores could
be accomplished by including a set of common items for which
parameters are known. These pre-existing parameters would
he fixed for the analysis, and the resulting scores would be
equated to the reference scale.

The ability scores yielded by LOGIST are scaled to have
a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. It would be
a relatively straightforward matter to re-scale these scores
to have the characteristics of the current SSAT-II scale or
of any other scale desired.
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Item Banking. The most obvious effect of going to the
three parameter model would be that wherever one item
parameter has been recorded and used there would now be
three. Users would have to attend to 3 statistics of items-
especially discrimination, in addition to difficulty.

At a more substantive level, the procedures for initial
calibration of items would have to be modified as already
discussed. In addition, and perhaps the consequence
involving the most work, would be the re-calibration of
items already in the item bank to the three parameter model.
We know of no procedure for estimating these parameters
short of re-analyzing samples from the existing item
response data files using LOGIST. The procedure of
transforming Rasch item difficulties to the three parameter
scale, as previously discussed, would not apply to the
guessing or discrimination parameters, since there are no
existing estimates for these parameters.

The problem of re-estimation of parameters would be
essentially solv if the program adopted the procedure of
calibrating it. s using only data from operational
administrations of the tests. In that case the existing
item bank data could be used as initial pilot test data in
selecting items for the test forms with parameter estimation
occurring after the item's administration in an operational
form.

Test De s iIn and Construction. The design and
construction of tests could be done as it is now. However,
several things should be done to capitalize on the
advantages of the three parameter model. Items should be
selected which would maximize the information in the test
scores and minimize the standard error of measurement, while
retaining the editorial requirements for a given number of
items per skill and objective.

Yen (1983) described the procedures used by CTB in
constructing the CTBS. They developed a computer program to
assist in the test design process. The program selected an
initial set of items to fit the criteria given above, and
printed a listing of the items selected along with a
statistical description of the proposed test. The
statistical description included a curve showing the
standard error of measurement at each ability level and an
estimate of the mean proportion correct for the national
population.

In addition, to construct the examinations the
editorial staff employed an interactive computer program
together with item cards. The item cards included
statistics or ratings of bias, fit, discrimination, adjusted
item difficulty, estimated national P values, and answer
choice statistics. As items were replaced in the test the
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staff received immediate feedback on the statistical
properties of the revised test from the interactive
grogram..

While such computer programs facilitate test
construction, they would not be absolutely required.
However, if the advantages of the three parameter model are
to to be gained, then the use of such techniques would be
strongly recommended. They make it possible to construct
tests having optimal psychometric characteristics. For
example, tests could be constructed which have smaller
standard errors of measurement in the area of the passing
score while preserving reasonable accuracy at all other
points on the score continuum.

Item Bias Review Procedures. Evaluation of item bias
must include 1-e7 17-w by sensitive judges along with
comparisons of performance by examinee groups. Ordinarily,
the judges review items before they are administered. After
administration, statistical procedures are used to identify
items that need further scrutiny. The item bias review
procedures currently in use may be quite satisfactory for
the statewide assessment tests. However, the three
parameter model would make possible more precise statistical
investigations of item bias. Lord (1980) presented a

strategy for studying item bias which was essentially
followed by Yen and others in the development of the CTBS.

1. Estimate approximately the item parameters
for all groups combined, standardizing or
the b and not on G.

2. Fixing the c at the values obtained in step
1, re-estimate a and b, separately for
each group, standardizing on the b.

3. For each item, compare across groups
the item response functions or parameters
obtained in step 2 (Lord, 1980, p. 217).

The comparison of item response functions for two
groups would permit the evaluation of bias at different
points along the ability scale and would show any
differences in the item's discrimination for the two groups
compared. Ability would be controlled in such an analysis.
Tests of significance for these comparisons have been
developed and are described in Lord (1980, pp. 217-223).

While no changes from current procedures would be
absolutely necessary, the three parameter model would make
possible state-of-the-art statistical analyses which provide
considerably more information than those currently possible.

Other Effects. The Rasch model has contributed to
several speCiTiTTasks which would have been difficult to
achieve with the classical measurement model. For example,
pre-equating has been used to estimate frequency
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distributions of scores before the tests were administered,
and log ability scores have been used in the setting of
passing scores for the SSAT-II. Tasks such as these could
be done using the three parameter model, assuming the
necessary background work to convert the item bank to the
three parameter model had been done and suitable computer
programs had been written. In some cases the use of three
parameters might make tasks more difficult, but more precise
information might be gained.

Adoption of the three parameter model might, in due
time, also contribute to new directions for the testing
program. For example, the Army, Air Force, and the Navy are
either using, or investigating the use of, computerized
testing, and computerized adaptive testing. Each of these
efforts is based on use of the three parameter model, and on
the decreasing costs of computers. As computers become more
widely available in Florida's schools, questions regarding
their use in testing are bound to arise. It already appears
that computer assisted testing will soon be a reality in
Broward Co"nty. Therefore, an effect of adoption of the
three parameter model might be that it positions the Florida
Student Assessment Program to take advantage of other
testing technologies.

Phase One

Implementing a Tryout
of the Three Parameter Approach

A number of things should be evaluated before a full-
scale tryout of the three parameter approach is conducted.
Perhaps the first is to attempt to analyze actual Florida
Statewide Assessment Program ;data using LOGIST 4 to see what
happens. We can anticipate difficulty, judging from
Eignor's experience, but we don't_ know how much since we do
not know how the New Jersey testing program he worked with
in the 1970's compares with the current program in Florida.
If problems are severe, the next logical move might be to
analyze Florida data with LOGIST 5. If neither program
provides satisfactory results, additional study is in order
to determine whether the problems could be corrected easily.

Several aspects deserve consideration. One might
inquire about the goodness (Jf fit of the three parameter
model to Florida's data. As noted previously, Hambleton and
Murray (1983) have suggested a number of avenues for
exploring goodness of fit which have not been tried on the
Florida test data. Very reassuring would be findings that
using all the techniques suggested by Hambleton and Murray,
the fit of the three parameter model was satisfactory. Fit
of the three parameter model might be compared with fit of
the one parameter model using the Hambleton and Murray
techniques. If the fit is found to be lacking for the one
parameter model but satisfactory for the three parameter
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model, Florida would be in a much more defensible position
if it used the model which best fit the data when carefully
and thoroughly analyzed.

Another possible source of difficulty could be
multidimensionality. All currently used measurement models
assume unidimensionality, but there is considerable danger
that in achievement tests more tha: one dimension is being
measured. The tests have been developed by specifying a
number of more or less separate skills, each with several
items. That might result in serious multidimensionality.
On the other hand, if there are only a few items for each
skill, and if achievement of one skill is correlated with
achievement of others, and if many skills are included in
one test (as is the case here), then a single
"superdimension" may account for most of the variance in the
scores, and the test may function as a unidimensional
measure of that superdimension. In fact, that concept is
implied by having a total score for such a test instead of
having many subscores, each based on a much larger number of
items than is now the case. A suitable exploration, then,
would be of the dimensionality of the Statewide Tests.
Previous analyses by King and Hills have already indicated
that the scores of the SSAT II meet a widely-used criterion
for unidimensionality. More elaborate investigation of that
test might be appropriate.

Another possible problem is that the easiness of the
Florida tests may make estimation of the c parameters
difficult. Wingersky (personal communication, Summer, 1984)
has suggested that since the items are so easy, there may be
little guessing, and there may be no real need for precise
estimates of c values. It might be sound to consider a two
parameter model, involving only difficulty and
discrimination, or a modified three parameter model using
something like the reciprocal of the number of decoys in an
item as the c value instead of estimating it from the data.
Eignor (personal communication, Summer, 1984) did not find
that using the two parameter model solved the convergence
problem for his New Jersey data. He suggested trying to fix
the cs at a common value or trying other starting values for
cs than the standard starting values used by LOGIST 4.

-

Studies of the optimum number of examinc,1 to be used
in analyzing the kind of data available from Florida's tests
would be helpful. Current estimates in the literature range
from a low of 700 persons to satisfactory results only with
3 or 4 times that many. The more persons in an analysis,
the more expensive it gets because for every additional
person another parameter (ability) must be estimated.

Study of just what kind of sample of Florida's
examinees should be used in analyzing items by LOGIST would
be appropriate. A random sample is not the most desirable.
Heavier sampling should be done among those of extreme
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ability level because that is where the estimation
difficultic- arise and where most data are needed.

Phase Two

The above questions are fundamental. If the problems
associated with them cannot be resolved satisfactorily, the
three parameter model does not seem feasible for Florida's
Statewide Student Assessment Testing Program. They might
constitute the first ,base of an investigation into
feaL ibi 1 ity. If the results of these studies are
satisfactory, then several fur,:her studies would seem
appropriate for a second phase.

While equating Jrocedures w.i.t.' LOGIST seem
straightforward, several different methods .,ve appeared in

the literature. Comparisons of the resu ..s of different
methods on SSAT data, and of those results with equating by
means of a one parameter model or linear and curvilinear
(equipercentile) methods should be of value.

It would be important to make sure that item
calibration procedures to put the future test items on the
same scale of the former items are tried out and found to be

satisfactory. The task of converting the data frcm previous
forms which were Lnalyzed using the one parameter model to
the parameters cf the three parameter model mist be

accomplished.

Califorr!a Test Bureau has developed procedures for
estimating trai 'evels from numbe: correct scores, and has
reported cons ..erable success with it. It might De
reasonable to analyze a sample of Florida's test data with
LOGIST to estaolish item parameters. However, as many as
100,000 students might take a test during an administration.
Most of those person's data would not be needed to estimate
item parameters, bat each of their abilities must he

estima,:ed. Exploration of the CTB procedure for estimating
the abilities of the examinees not used in the analysis of
items might be appropriate. Development of computer
programs to estimate the abilities of t....e examinees not used
in the item analysis would be necessary regardless of

whether the CTB procedure could be used.

The three parameter model opens new avenues for
detecting items which might be biased. One has been
described ,-..ove. There are others which might be useful
especially with small minorities which would not provide
1000 or so examinees at a single testing for ase with the
standard LOGIST analysis. These procedures should be
explored on real SSAT data.

Each of the studies in the propose'' second phase
involves writing of new computer programs fhe studies of
the first phase do not involve that aspect.
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Phases Three and Four

If the second phase yields encouraging results, two
more phases logi ally follow. The first is a phase of
planning and describing the writing of the specific computer
programs that will enable the statewide Assessment Staff to
make the maximum use of the information from the three
parameter model, including such activities as test
development, item banking, equating, and bias analyses.
The second phase consists of the planning and describing of
the training necessary for effective use of the three
parameter model by the Statewide Testing Office staff.

Time estimates for the first two phases are about seven
months for each. The first phase should precede the s(..cond,
and the second should be revised in light of the results of
the first. Phases three and four would onl:, be conducted if
the results of phases one and two were satisfactory. Some
of the activities in each of the first two phases could be
concurrent, and some of the analyses for one part could be
used in another part.
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